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“Don’t know how we could have expanded without COMPO stacks”.

“It was the usual problem—more readers, more books, and a limited budget. COMPO sliding bookshelves made it possible to store twice the usual number of books in the same floor space. Keeps books of all sizes neat, organized, and accessible . . . even reduced our servicing time. Maybe COMPO stacks would solve your space problem as well as they solved ours!”

COMPO stacks and a full line of quality steel bookstacks and accessories are built by Hamilton of Two Rivers

WRITE TODAY for full details on COMPO stacks.
HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN

Also on Microfilm . . . the Periodicals of the Civil War and the ante-bellum and post-bellum periods . . .

SCRIBNER'S MONTHLY (Century Magazine)—Famous Civil War papers, starting with two articles on the John Brown Raid written from opposite viewpoints. . . enlarging to a 3 year series of articles by the men who directed the battles—Gens. Grant, McClellan, Eads, Porter, Johnston, Hill, Longstreet, Beauregard.

SOUTHERN REVIEW—Official exponent of the lost cause. Robert E. Lee wrote to its editor, Albert Taylor Bledsoe, "You must take care of yourself; you have a great work to do; we all look to you for our vindication"

THE GALAXY—Recollections of Generals Custer and James Grant Wilson; narratives of James Franklin Fitts

NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW—Three to five long articles every year covering war matters

KNICKERBOCKER—Violently "Copperhead" before its decease

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN—Containing arms and naval devices

Write to MICRO PHOTO, INC. 1700 Shaw Ave. • Cleveland 12 for Civil War Newspaper Booklet and for complete listing of periodicals on microfilm from 1850 to 1900

Protect books in demand with Gaylord Book Jacket Covers


Write for complete information.

Gaylord Bros., Inc. LIBRARY SUPPLIES

SYRACUSE, N. Y. STOCKTON, CALIF.
AN INTRODUCTORY COURSE OF MATHEMATICS AND THEORETICAL MECHANICS In Four Volumes
C. Plumpton, Queen Mary College, University of London, and W. A. Tomkys, Belle Vue Boys' Grammar School, Bradford, England

These texts are suitable for use in high schools and technical colleges in the study of general mathematics. The various mathematical branches—calculus, geometry, algebra, trigonometry, etc.—are developed in conjunction with each other and closely integrated. Exercises and worked examples of real practical value are provided.

Partial contents:
Vol. 1  Pure Mathematics:
Introduction to the calculus, methods of coordinate geometry, methods of the calculus, The circular functions.
Vol. 1, 480 pp. $5.00

TABLE OF SINES AND COSINES TO TEN DECIMAL PLACES AT THOUSANDTHS OF A DEGREE
Herbert E. Salzer, General Dynamics/Astronautics, and Norman Levine

This book is unique in its combination of 0.001-10 decimals and gives complete details on interpolation and error estimates, with many examples. Invaluable in such fields as basic computation, infinite series, navigation, astronomy, geodesy, engineering, rocketry, etc. 916 pp. $10.00

DICTIONARY OF NUCLEAR PHYSICS AND TECHNOLOGY
Editor: Ralph Sube.

Nuclear research and technology are among the most important scientific fields of today and require extensive reference to publications in foreign languages. The following areas are treated in this dictionary: physics and chemistry, medicine and biology, metallurgy and materials science, and chemical technology. The editor has carefully selected 16,000 terms in this and adjoining technical fields and has collated and coordinated them in English, French, German and Russian, thus providing the most up-to-date information on foreign technical terms. The particular arrangement of terms in each language offers great convenience and advantages in its use. 1606 pp. $35.00

VOCABULARY OF MECHANICS IN FIVE LANGUAGES
Collective Work

This comprehensive guide in English, German, French, Polish and Russian is a valuable reference for those engaged in mechanics. Fully authoritative, this work conforms with recommended terminology in the countries concerned. Entries are so made that any compound form can be found in the indexes without difficulty. The vocabulary is divided analytically into subjects, with English terms receiving brief definitions as well as their translations into equivalents in the other four languages. Within the area of theoretical mechanics, contents include: Fundamental concepts of vector analysis, Fundamental concepts of theoretical mechanics, Kinematics of a point, etc.

Partial contents in strength of materials include Fundamental concepts, State of strain, State of stress, Fundamental concepts of materials testing, etc. Indexes to terms in all five languages are included. 190 pp. $15.00

All books gladly sent on approval.

PERGAMON PRESS, INC.
Dept. CR4, 122 East 55th Street, New York 22, N. Y.
NEW YORK  •  OXFORD  •  LONDON  •  PARIS
ZOOM MIRROR GIVES WIDE RANGE OF IMAGE SIZES
By moving mirror on its telescopic arms, magnification can be varied through a wide range without the trouble and expense of extra lenses. A Dagmar exclusive.

LOWEST COST—MOST FEATURES
Dagmar Supers are equipped with lens, zoom mirror, reel arms, magnetic filmsheet holder, spare bulb, 16mm and 35mm take-up reels and carry-case. Made in Holland by expert craftsmen.

TWO-SECOND CHANGE—ROLLFILM TO SHEETFILM
Reel arms snap in or out of secure sockets in seconds, accommodate 35mm or 16mm reels. With arms removed, magnetic holder moves easily to project all types of sheetfilm.

CONVENIENT PORTABILITY—COMPACT, LIGHTWEIGHT
In its rugged carry-case, reader measures only 9 inches on each edge, weighs 16 pounds. Durable grey crystal finish.

Select the model best suited to your needs. Buy Model A unless you have special reasons for choosing Model 16 or 35

Model A—The Most Versatile and Widely Used Model—for Standard American Microfilm
Especially designed for standard 35mm rollfilm, aperture cards, microfiches, mounted stripfilm, and film jackets. Zoom control enlarges 12 to 20 times. $139.95

Model 16—Only for 16mm Rollfilm and Related Systems
For use only with 16mm rollfilm and sheetfilm types in higher reduction ratios. Zoom control enlarges 17 to 28 times. $139.95

Model 35—Only for 35mm Systems Using Smaller Magnifications
For special low reduction 35mm systems. Zoom control enlarges 10 to 15 times. Aperture 30x42mm. $145.95

For standard American 35mm rollfilm and sheetfilm systems, order Model A above for best results.

NOW...READ MICROFILM
with
➤ printed page comfort!
➤ ZOOM image size control!
➤ in lighted rooms!

DAGMAR SUPER
MICROFILM READER
Precision built... years ahead in functional design... yet priced within every budget. Only the Dagmar Super offers bright image, ZOOM control reading of ALL microfilm forms.

here’s why
the Dagmar Super leads all microfilm readers...

PROJECTS ALL MICROFILM FORMS
Only the Dagmar Super is so advanced in design as to provide in one unit a means of reading comfortably all microfilm forms—rollfilm, aperture cards, microfiches, filmsheets and film jackets.

COMFORTABLE READING IN LIGHTED ROOMS
No more eye strain from peering into darkened hoods or from glare of glass screens. Sharp images are projected into natural table top reading position.

SHARP IMAGES, PRECISION LENS SYSTEM, FINGER-TIP FOCUSING
Highest quality ground condenser and projection lenses assure razor sharp images. Parabolic lamp mirror affords maximum use of light available. Surface silvered plate glass mirror provides distortion-free projection to table top.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED, OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
Mail orders to

AUDIO VISUAL RESEARCH
523 S. Plymouth Ct., Dept. CR25, Chicago 5
WRITE FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED FOLDERS on AVR Dagmar Automatic Microfilm Camera, AVR Reading Rateometer and other aids for improving reading speed and comprehension.